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Abstract
Data sets involving food frequently are of interest across multiple cultural contexts. Many ontologies and
vocabularies related to food are monolingual. Enriching ontologies and vocabularies with multilingual
data is useful for extending access to a resource to wider audiences. The WikiFCD knowledge base of
FAIR food composition data includes mappings to Wikidata and mappings to FoodOn, a widely-used
ontology for food. In this paper we describe a sample of six food items from WikiFCD as the basis for an
exploration of strategies for sourcing multilingual labels from projects of the Wikimedia Foundation. We
present five subgraphs of data related to food items sourced from Wikidata, Wikipedias and WikiFCD.
We describe the advantages and disadvantages of sourcing labels from each subgraph. Each subgraph
can be quickly retrieved from the Wikidata Query Service SPARQL endpoint or the SPARQL endpoint
of WikiFCD. These strategies could be adapted to other domains seeking to enrich their data with
multilingual labels.
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Introduction

WikiFCD is a knowledge base of food composition data. After importing more than three
hundred thousand food items and their associated food composition measurements from the
United States Department of Agriculture’s Food Data Central (FDC), we began to add data from
additional countries. We have added more than three thousand food items to the knowledge
base along with measurements of nutritional components of those foods from published sources
[1]. The purpose of this knowledge base is to provide web access to published data about
food composition related to foods that are not found in FDC. For example, researchers have
documented gaps in coverage of plant foods and foods from international cuisines in FDC [2, 3].
WikiFCD contains food composition information for many plant foods that are not included
in FDC. Plant foods contain phytonutrients that support human health [4, 5, 6]. The nutrients
found in these minimally-processed plant foods are within the range effectively utilized by
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human metabolism, meaning we can digest and make use of these nutrients more easily [7].
Providing the food composition data for these foods allows people who track their food intake
to get a more accurate estimate of their nutritional intake.

We created this knowledge base using Wikibase, and it is now part of the ecosystem of
Wikibases related to Wikidata. The ecosystem of Wikibases includes all instances of Wikibase
that can be federated with the Wikidata Query Service SPARQL endpoint [8]. Wikibase is
software infrastructure for creating knowledge bases [9]. An advantage to creating a knowledge
base is that it is possible to connect the data in the knowledge base with other data on the web.
We created mappings to Wikidata for some classes of items and for some properties in WikiFCD.
These mappings allow us to combine our data with subsets of data from Wikidata, increasing
the complexity and types of questions we can ask of our data. We have integrated the FoodOn
ontology into WikiFCD so that other projects that make use of FoodOn can also make use of
data from WikiFCD [10].

The FoodOnmappings inWikiFCD allow us to connect these food items to their corresponding
food items in Wikidata. This connection, stored in WikiFCD, opens up several pathways to
source additional information about these food items. We can think of each of the potential
graphs of food-related data in Wikidata as Wikidata subsets [11]. In this paper we describe
five subsets of data from WikiFCD and Wikidata that can be used to source labels for these
food items in languages other than English. Multilingual labels can then be used for search, in
application development, or for other purposes. For projects that make use of FoodOn, this data
set of food items could be an option for sourcing multilingual labels to expand the audiences
for other projects.

Data in Wikidata and WikiFCD are FAIR data. The FORCE 11 community published the
FAIR data principles in 2014 to promote data publishing practices that would support open
science and open access [12]. FAIR is an acronym for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable, four qualities of published data that promote data sharing. By populating WikiFCD
with data from published sources, we made food composition data findable and accessible on
the web via the WikiFCD SPARQL endpoint1. Every food item in Wikidata and in WikiFCD
has a QID, which is a Unique Resource Identifier (URI). This means that every piece of data in
our dataset has a machine-actionable URI. The mapping statements we added to our food items
that connect them to Wikidata serve as our bridges with the web of linked open data, making
our data interoperable with many additional datasets. Data in Wikidata and in WikiFCD are
available under the terms of the Creative Commons Zero license2. Our selection of CC0 as the
license means that anyone can freely reuse the data. These aspects of publishing data in the
Wikidata and WikiFCD knowledge bases fulfills the most complete degree of FAIRness, level F,
“FAIR data, Open Access, Functionally Linked”, as described in [13]. We welcome others who
are interested in reusing data from WikiFCD.

1https://wikifcd.wikibase.cloud/query/
2https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/public-domain/cc0/
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1. The WikiFCD Knowledge Base

We implemented the WikiFCD knowledge base using Wikibase, an extension of the MediaWiki
software that was created for the Wikidata knowledge base3. We include several subsets of
data from Wikidata in WikiFCD in order to establish useful mappings between the WikiFCD
system and Wikidata itself. These mappings allow us to ask questions of the WikiFCD dataset
in combination with data from Wikidata, increasing the breadth and complexity of the queries.

Each item in WikiFCD has a unique identifier, or Qid. The Qid for this food item is Q135853.
Most of the statements on the food items in WikiFCD provide information about the amount of
a nutrient in a 100 gram sample of the food item. Each statement also has room for a reference.
References record the source for the statement. In WikiFCD, most reference are for a food
composition table.

Researchers have already created knowledge graphs related to food. Fore example, FoodKG
is a knowledge graph of food data [14]. WikiFCD centers food composition data for plant
foods, specifically unprocessed or minimally processed plant foods. One difference between
WikiFCD and FoodKG is that FoodKG does not include mappings to Wikidata. When Food KG
was created there were not many food items in Wikidata. Another difference between Food KG
and WikiFCD is that WikiFCD contains multilingual data.

Open Food Facts is a database of food composition data that is open to community data
contribution and curation [15]. Open Food Facts makes use of the UPC codes on food packag-
ing. While WikiFCD does contain data related to some packaged foods, we emphasize fruits,
vegetables, grains and other foods that are often sold without packaging.

2. Identifying Food Items in Wikidata

We used several strategies to identify candidate queries that we would use to extract a subset of
food items from Wikidata. Our aim was to find a subset of food items to match with FoodOn
identifiers. We wrote a SPARQL query for food items in Wikidata with a corresponding article
in English Wikipedia. We thought that the fact that Wikipedians had already written an article
about the food might be an indicator of the popularity of the food. While this was a useful set
of food items, we had to remove food brands from the query. We rejected the article query
results as unsuitable and tried another approach. We wrote a SPARQL query for food items
in Wikidata with a statement using Property ‘‘USDA NDB number” which is an identifier for
a food item in the United States Department of Agriculture National Nutrient Database. Due
to the fact that this identifier would only be found on food items in the Wikidata knowledge
base, and would not include food brands, we determined that this would be a more suitable
subset of food items for matching with food items from FoodOn. Our subgraph, Wikidata food
items with a USDA NDB identifier, consists of one thousand three hundred and ninety-five food
items. Due to the fact that some of these food items have multiple USDA NDB identifiers, the
subgraph contains five hundred thirteen unique food items. This seemed like a suitable corpus
of food items for which we could identify FoodOn term matches.

3https://wikiba.se/
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Figure 1: Layout of result data produced by LexMapr

3. Matching Food Items to FoodOn

When an organization wants to integrate FoodOn with their data, they need to map foods
from their data to FoodOn identifiers. Researchers have found the LexMapr application to
provide useful matches for food items and FoodOn identifiers [16, 17, 18]. LexMapr is a Django
application that accepts CSV files as input and returns a file with information about matches
and potential matches of submitted food labels with FoodOn identifiers. We used the LexMapr
application to provide candidate matches between food items from our NDB number subset of
Wikidata and FoodOn identifiers4. LexMapr is a Python-based Django application that reads a
list of food item labels and then returns the following columns: Sample_Desc, Processed_Sample,
Processed_Sample (With Scientific Name), Matched_Components, Match_Status(Macro Level),
and Third Party Classification, as seen in Figure 1.

For some of the food items LexMapr generated full matches. For those items for which
LexMapr generated component matches, we manually reviewed the results. Some of the
component matches turned out to contain matches and some did not.

4. Adding Food Items Subset fromWikidata to WikiFCD

We wrote a bot script using WikidataIntegrator, a Python library, to create new food items
in WikiFCD for the food items in the Wikidata subset. Numerous research groups use Wiki-
dataIntegrator to add data to Wikidata and to Wikibases [19]. We designed the bot script to add
statements with links back to the corresponding food items in Wikidata. This set of mappings is
useful for writing SPARQL queries to ask questions about the data in WikiFCD in combination
with the data from Wikidata.

5. Leveraging Multilingual Content in Wikimedia Projects

FoodOn provides food names in English as well as alternative names in English. The FoodOn
curation team would like to include multilingual content in order to make FoodOn more useful
for people working in other linguistic contexts. Multilingual data is expensive to create and
difficult to source. The purpose of this paper is to compare and contrast five strategies for
extracting multilingual labels for food items from projects of the Wikimedia Foundation. The

4https://lexmapr.cidgoh.ca/user-guide/
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mappings that we created between items in WikiFCD and Wikidata allow us to write federated
SPARQL queries that combine data from WikiFCD with data from Wikidata. Wikidata is a
multilingual knowledge base with support for more than three hundred human languages
[20]. We identify five graphs of multilingual data from the Wikidata knowledge base that
the FoodOn curation team may evaluate for suitability for integration into FoodOn. The five
graphs are structurally distinct in that they are modeled differently in the knowledge base, and
partially overlapping. In this way the subgraphs can be compared with one another to provide
an agreement score for various foods.

In WikiFCD we curate multilingual labels for food items when we find them in food composi-
tion table sources. An advantage of this approach is that all multilingual labels have provenance
information and include, at the statement level, references to the source from which we gathered
the data. Using our subgraph of food items in WikiFCD for which we have created mappings
to Wikidata, we then write SPARQL queries to extract multilingual labels for the food items
from Wikidata. An advantage to writing these SPARQL queries is that we can run them again
in the future and check if additional data has been added to Wikidata. With more than twelve
thousand active editors each month contributing to Wikidata, we anticipate that the number of
multilingual labels in Wikidata will increase over time.

5.1. Article Names per Language Version of Wikipedia

The Wikidata community has created items in Wikidata for each of the articles across the
different language versions of Wikipedia [21]. There are currently more than three hundred
active Wikipedias [22]. Wikidata contains information about mappings between items and the
sitelinks to all of the corresponding articles across the different language versions of Wikipedia.
If we look at a food item such as kale, the Wikidata item for which is Q45989, we can use a
SPARQL query on the Wikidata Query Service to find links to all Wikipedias that have an article
about kale. Currently sixty-two Wikipedias have an article about kale. Each of these Wikipedia
articles has a title, and from these article titles, we can get a sense of what kale is called in these
different languages.

5.2. Multilingual Labels fromWikidata Food Items

Another option for finding multilingual data is to consult the labels on Wikidata items. The
Wikidata data model was designed with multilingual content in mind [21]. More than three
hundred human languages are supported in Wikidata [20]. If we return to the example of kale,
the Wikidata item for kale currently has labels in seventy-nine languages, a sample of which can
be seen in Figure 2. This means that there are seventeen additional labels beyond the number
of articles across the different Wikipedia language versions. We can compare these labels with
those we found from the Wikipedias to check for consistency and accuracy.

5.3. Common Names from Taxon Items in Wikidata

Wikidata has a property “Taxon common name” (P1843) that can be used on taxon items to list
common names for the organism. The common names listed using this property are another
source of multilingual labels for food items. The property has a required qualifier which indicates



Figure 2: Wikidata item for ‘kale’ showing some of the labels in a variety of languages

Figure 3: Using the Ordia application to search for ’oregano’ in Wikidata’s L namespace

that the language of the common name must also be provided in statements using this property.
In this way we not only know the label, but also the language in which it is found.

5.4. Wikidata Lexemes

Wikidata introduced support for creating and editing lexemes in 2018 [23]. The Wikidata
community creates lexemes, forms and senses in the L namespace [24]. Editors have already
added more than half a million lexical entries [25]. The words described in the L namespace
include words related to food. A fourth pathway for sourcing multilingual labels related to
foods is to leverage Wikidata’s lexeme data.

Editors use the property ‘item for this sense’ (P5137) to connect senses to items in Wikidata.
In Figure 3 we see the result of searching for ‘oregano’ in the Ordia application [26]. In Figure 4
we see the lexeme ‘oregano’ (L324776 ) in English. Under the first sense, which has the identifier
‘L324776-S1’, we see a statement that uses ‘item for this sense’ (P5137) connecting the sense to



Figure 4: Lexeme L324776 with L324776-S1 and the statement that connects to Q92581152, theWikidata
item for ’oregano’

the Wikidata item for oregano.

6. Food Items and Multilingual Labels

We selected six food items as a demonstration data set: purslane, kale, apple, rice, oregano and
chocolate. We wrote SPARQL queries to describe subsets of Wikidata or WikiFCD for each
technique for sourcing multilingual labels described above. This sample allows us to compare
and contrast the suitability of each subgraph of multilingual labels, and to identify advantages
and disadvantages of the different techniques. We also created a web application that allows
users to browse the dataset, available here5.

Table 1: Count of labels from 3 Wikidata subgraphs
food item Count WD labels Count WP articles Count Lexeme Senses

purslane 2 40 2
oregano 25 95 3
kale 64 62 4
apple 142 182 37
rice 130 179 39

chocolate 118 144 24

In Table 1 we list the count of labels that we found in three of the subgraphs: Wikidata labels,
titles of articles in different language versions of Wikipedia, and lexeme senses. For theWikidata
labels subgraphs we find that apple, rice, and chocolate have more labels than kale, oregano or
purslane. This distribution is likely due to the popularity of these foods. We anticipate that over
time more labels will be added for all of these food items. It is interesting that Wikidata editors
have not yet added labels from some of these language versions of Wikipedia to Wikidata.

5https://wikifcd.k2.services/multi-lingual-table
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In terms of the historical layers of information in Wikidata, creating items for all Wikipedia
articles and adding sitelinks between Wikipedias and Wikidata was a very early step in adding
data to Wikidata [21]. The order in which data layers were added to Wikidata is likely a factor
in why there are fewer lexeme senses that have been connected to Wikidata items. The Lexeme
namespace was added to Wikidata in 2018, six years after Wikidata launched, so editors have
had less time to contribute data [23].

Table 2: Count of labels from taxon and taxon common name subgraph of Wikidata
taxon name Count taxon common name Count distinct languages

Portulaca oleracea 172 57
Origanum vulgare 148 59
Brassica oleracea 22 15
Malus domestica 41 41
Oryza sativa 17 4

Theobroma cacao 5 2

In Table 2 we see counts for the number of statements using the property “taxon common
name” on items for the taxa related to the food items from our sample set. The taxon to food
item relationships are: Portulaca oleracea / purslane, Origanum vulgare / oregano, Brassica
oleracea / kale, Malus domestica / apple, Oryza sativa / rice, and Theobroma cacao / chocolate.
We note that the relationships between taxa and food items are not consistently modeled in
Wikidata. For example, Brassica oleracea encompasses many cultivars of food items. We were
not able to find a closer match for kale in Wikidata at the time of writing.

6.1. Wikidata Labels Subgraph

An advantage of sourcing translations from the subgraph that consists of Wikidata food items
and their labels is that many editors see these labels. It is likely that this subgraph will grow the
most quickly out of the five discussed in this paper in the near term, due to the ease of adding
labels to the Wikidata knowledge base. Adding labels in additional languages is work that some
editors monitor [20]. Labels, descriptions and aliases are parts of Wikidata items that receive
frequent editor attention [27]. A disadvantage of sourcing translations from this subgraph is
that labels do not have references, thus we do not know the provenance of the labels. There
is some inconsistency in the subgraph of food items that they are sometimes confused with
taxon items. For example, in Figure 5, we see that the Wikidata item for ‘kale’ is both a food
item (vegetable) as well as the taxon Brassica oleracea var. sabellica. It would be preferable to
have two separate Wikidata items, one for the food item and one for the taxon as is the case for
most food items.

While there are two taxon common names listed the Wikidata item for ‘kale’ (Q45989), there
are more taxon common names related to ‘kale’ listed on theWikidata item for ‘Brassica oleracea’
(Q146212), thus we chose to use the item ‘Brassica oleracea’ for the count of multilingual labels
in Table 2.

A disadvantage of sourcing translations from the subgraph that consists of Wikidata food
items and their labels are that there are no references for labels. Labels, descriptions, and aliases



Figure 5: Wikidata item for ‘kale’ is both a taxon and a vegetable

are structured differently than statements on items in Wikidata. So if we are curious about a
particular label, we can’t turn to a reference for more information. The inconsistency in data
modeling practices across editors results in some food items to also describe taxa is another
disadvantage. There should be separate Wikidata items for food items and taxa. This will likely
be cleaned up by the Wikidata community, but it will require time. Looking at the labels for
‘apple’ from this subgraph, we find labels in Faroese, ‘súrepli’, and Navaho, ‘Bilasáana’ among
the 142 labels available in Wikidata.

6.2. Article Titles from Sitelinks to Wikipedias

Sourcing labels from the subgraph of food items and their sitelinks to different language versions
of Wikipedia involves the connections between Wikidata items and Wikipedia articles, if the
food item is well-known, there may be articles in many different language versions of Wikipedia,
as seen in Figure 6. Using this subgraph has the advantage of precise food item matches to
articles about those foods, thus the article title is usually a reliable source for multilingual data.
Article titles are high-visibility in that they are frequently seen by readers, and thus errors are
corrected more quickly. Sourcing labels from the subgraph of food items and their sitelinks
with different language versions of Wikipedia has the disadvantage that new article titles get
added when new articles are written, which is not a fast process. This contrasts with the ease
of adding additional labels to Wikidata. Rather than typing a string and pressing save to add a
label in Wikidata, more effort is required for an editor to create a new article in Wikipedia, the
title of which would then become an additional multilingual label candidate.

6.3. Taxon Common Name Subgraph

Some of the advantages of sourcing translations from the subgraph that consists of Wikidata
taxon items and their taxon common names include the fact that editors can contribute references
on these statements, and that this subgraph is likely to grow over time. As of October, 2022



Figure 6: Screenshot of the visualization of labels for ‘apple’ from article titles fromWikipedia language
versions in our webapp available at https://wikifcd.k2.services/multi-lingual-table.

there are more than 780,000 uses of P1843 ‘taxon common name’.
Sourcing labels from the subgraph of Wikidata taxon items and their taxon common names

has the disadvantage that sometimes when multiple common names are provided per language,
it will require manual review to determine which of this would be appropriate for consideration
from FoodOn. In the cases where multiple common names are provided for a language, it is
not always clear if the labels provided all refer to the same species. For example, in Figure 7
we see that several common names are listed on the Wikidata item for Origanum vulgare are
from Spanish. Without further research it is not clear which of these might be the best fit for
FoodOn. Some of them could even be for specific subspecies of Origanum vulgare, and may
need to be moved to the subspecies items as they are added to Wikidata.

We anticipate that more Wikidata editors will continue to contribute taxon common name
statements, and that this subgraph will continue to grow over time.

6.4. Lexeme Senses Subgraph

The advantages of sourcing multilingual labels from the subgraph of Wikidata Lexeme Senses
that connect to food items include the fact that there is room for references on these statements,
and that the subgraph is likely to grow as more editors contribute to the L namespace. In Figure
8, we can see that there are a small number of labels that we can source for ’apple’ from the
L namespace. The Wikidata community creates Lexeme challenges periodically to encourage
participation in the L namespace. For example, a recent challenge related to vegetables resulted
in the addition of more of the connections between food items and lexeme senses 6. With the
creation of the Abstract Wikipedia community, we believe it is likely that more editors will be

6https://dicare.toolforge.org/lexemes/challenge.php?id=64
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Figure 7: Multiple common names from Spanish listed for Origanum vulgare

Figure 8: Labels for apple from the Lexeme namespace in Wikidata

drawn to contribute to the L namespace so that more data from the lexeme namespace will be
available for reuse by Abstract Wikipedia [28].

6.5. WikiFCD Common Names Subgraph

In WikiFCD we created a property, “common name” (P76), that we use to record common names
in multiple languages. We add these statements to WikiFCD whenever additional food item
names are provided in the source food composition tables. An advantage of sourcing labels



from WikiFCD is that all common name statements have a reference back to a publication.
For example, one of the food composition tables we integrated into WikiFCD is the SMILING
Food composition table for Vietnam. Food item labels are provided by the team of authors who
prepared the food composition measurements for each food item. In this food composition table
both the food item name in Vietnamese and the food item name in English are provided.

Currently there are five hundred sixty three food items in this subgraph. A disadvantage of
sourcing labels fromWikiFCD is that the corpus growsmore slowly than theWikidata subgraphs
because a smaller number of people contribute to WikiFCD than Wikidata. We anticipate that
as more people contribute data to WikiFCD this subgraph will grow more quickly. We chose to
exclude some of the labels that the SPARQL query for common names from WikiFCD returned
because they were the names of dishes rather than food items. Some food composition tables
include data for dishes of multiple ingredients as well as individual food items in their datasets.
We also found that there were differences in practices among the authors of food composition
tables. For example, some authors provide taxon information at the species level and some
provide taxon information at the varietal or subspecies levels.

7. Creating a Dataset of Multilingual Labels for Food Items

Anyone can reuse data from WikiFCD or Wikidata for any purpose. One or more of the
subgraphs described in this paper could be reused as a source of labels for any food-related
application that requires multilingual access terms for food items. Additionally these subsets
could be periodically monitored for updates from the communities. We anticipate that all of
these subgraphs will be extended by editors adding new information to these wikis. AsWikidata
editors notice errors, they will address them and improve them [29].

We explored five distinct subgraphs in order to understand which of these would return
relevant label candidates. Another advantage of collecting labels from multiple subgraphs is
that we can cross-check labels with the results of another subgraph. For example, if we look at
the leafy green called ‘kale’ in English, for the Wikipedia article subset we find that the German
language article is titled ‘Grünkohl’. TheWikidata item has the German label ‘Grünkohl’. Seeing
the same label in different subsets increases our confidence that the label is accurate.

Each of the food items in our sample data set had dozens of distinct language labels across
the sets of relevant subgraphs. In total we counted 173 distinct languages with labels for ‘apple’,
134 distinct languages with labels for ‘chocolate’, 68 distinct languages with labels for ‘kale’,
82 distinct languages with a label for ‘oregano’, 65 distinct languages with labels for ‘purslane’
and 151 distinct languages with labels for ‘rice’. Currently the labels in Wikidata are unevenly
distributed across the supported languages. We anticipate that as more editors join the Wikidata
community they will contribute many more labels in additional languages. Reusing multilingual
content from Wikidata in open scientific projects will increase the accessibility of data produced.
For domains such as food and human nutrition, multilingual data can be shared more widely
which could impact more people.



8. Creating Wikibases for Interoperability

We chose to create WikiFCD so that we could design a data model to accommodate food
composition data sourced from a diverse range of published sources. Our decision to use
Wikibase allowed us to provide web-based access to WikiFCD, meaning anyone can find this
data online. We had an explicit data model in mind, inspired by the structure of the published
food composition tables we drew from as our data sources. The data in WikiFCD are not all
appropriate for Wikidata. By connecting some items and some properties in WikiFCD to their
Wikidata correlates through mapping statements, we are able to treat the two resources as if
they were a single knowledge base through writing federated SPARQL queries. The SPARQL
endpoint for WikiFCD supports federated queries that allow us to combine data from WikiFCD
with data from Wikidata.

In the future, if certain subsets of WikiFCD are of interest to the Wikidata community, we
are well-positioned to quickly contribute data to Wikidata itself. We will be able to leverage
the mappings that we created between food items with FoodOn identifiers and appropriate
Wikidata items. As more and more people create Wikibase instances for specialized data, we all
have more data to combine with different subsets of Wikidata through federated queries.

9. Conclusion

The five subgraphs we describe in this paper were created by different communities of editors
across multiple projects of the Wikimedia Foundation and the ecosystem of Wikibases. Editors
add content to different language versions of Wikipedia, to Wikidata, and to WikiFCD. As
more people contribute multilingual content, all of these projects become more accessible to
additional language communities.

Some decisions about the suitability of sourcing labels from any combination of the subgraphs
described in this paper will require manual review. In some cases there will be multiple candidate
labels per languages, and a curator will need to evaluate them for suitability. The breadth of
languages covered by these label subgraphs and the fact that the data is free to reuse make this
an attractive source of multilingual content.

Enriching WikiFCD with multilingual labels is a priority for our project because we want to
be sure that FAIR food composition data for a broad range of foods from diverse cuisines are
easily accessible on the web at no cost. As nutrition plays a part in maintaining health, people
who need data about foods that are not found in popular sources like Food Data Central will
be able to find food composition data in WikiFCD. We created an interactive webapp for our
sample dataset so that others can quickly compare the availability of labels across the subsets
we discussed7.

Developers of applications, ontologies, vocabularies, and other resources may need a free-to-
reuse source for multilingual content. As a multilingual knowledge base, Wikidata contains
labels in more than three hundred human languages. This means that anyone who needs to
source multilingual labels for words could explore Wikidata to see how complete the current
label inventory is. Depending on the domain, one or more of these subgraphs may contain

7https://wikifcd.k2.services/multi-lingual-table
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enough multilingual labels to increase coverage for a specific project or use case. The purpose
of demonstrating five distinct subgraphs in this paper is to emphasize that there is multilingual
content in different layers of the projects of the Wikimedia Foundation.
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